Description of tests and diagnostic standard
The 3 screening tests used were the CAGE questionnaire, the Self-Administered Alcoholism Screening Test (SAAST), and the Alcohol Use Disorders Identification Test (AUDIT). The diagnostic standard, an interview using DSM-IV criteria, was also administered by a project interviewer and was scored by computer algorithm.
Main outcome measures
Area under the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves, and positive and negative likelihood ratios.
Main results
The areas under the ROC curves for the CAGE questionnaire and the SAAST ranged from 0.61 to 0.88 and were poor for African-American men (0.69 and 0.68, respectively) and Mexican-American women (0.68 and 0.61, respectively). The area under the ROC curve for the AUDIT was > 0.9 for each of the patient subgroups. Positive likelihood ratios (LRs) for the AUDIT (cutoff point 5) were > those for the other screening tests (cutoff points 2 for the CAGE and 3 for the SAAST), whereas negative LRs were lowest for the AUDIT ( < 0.33), indicating its superiority in ruling out a disorder (table) .
Conclusion
The Alcohol Use Disorders Identification Test was not affected by ethnic and sex bias when screening for alcohol use disorders in primary care. 
Sources of funding: In part, National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism and Bureau of

Commentary
Steinbauer et al provide a convincing study supporting the superiority of the AUDIT over the CAGE and the SAAST in detecting alcohol problems among white, African-American, and MexicanAmerican primary care patients. The AUDIT has other advantages: it is brief; it can be used as a pencil-paper waiting room screen; both "at risk" alcohol users and alcohol dependent users are identified; questions address issues of consumption and harmful use; and it assesses current and lifetime diagnostic timeframes.
This study appears carefully planned and implemented and has relatively few methodological flaws. The results will help clinicians working with white, African-American, or Mexican-American patients in most primary care settings. A broader challenge this study does not address, however, is the diagnosis of occult alcohol problems. Many patients with alcohol use disorders minimise or deny consumption or related problems to avoid adverse social consequences. All 3 screening tests and the diagnostic standard used in this study rely heavily on the integrity of patients' self reports. They may well offer reproducible or comparable (ie, reliable) results. Their validity, however, may be differentially diminished in ways this study (and most others) would not detect when used for patients with occult alcohol problems. 
